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I must confess that in the last few months I have done very little rubber winding, but a lot of
rubber burning. Tires, that is. I drove the 650 miles to Bob Wilder’s house in Colleyville, Texas, on the
western side of Dallas, flew with his indoor group on Thursday, then shared expenses on the four-day
round trip to the UniDome meet in Cedar Falls, Iowa March 1 and 2. In the time we spent together in the
front seat, we talked for hours about all sorts of indoor topics, rubber and electric. A huge concern for
both of us is the current explosion of indoor electric flying, more RC than FF. Both the sport and the
subject are explosive, and we here at INAV are very aware that our readers hold strong opinions on the
question of electric and rubber flight sharing the same airspace.
One of our main reasons for going to Cedar Falls, Bob representing NIRAC and myself
representing INAV, was to see how Bob Nelson would handle this mix. Bob was the CD and owner of
Bob’s R/C Hobbies, and has put this event on several times before. When we walked in out of the
freezing cold on Saturday night, I was very impressed. As you can see by the picture on the album page,
they set up four rows of tables right down the 50 yard line, dividing the floor into two halves, with
freeflight on one side and RC on the other. I saw no collisions and heard no complaints. Of course, only
‘heavies’ flew there, with nothing lighter than a NoCal, but it did work well. Just my $0.02 worth.
Fly safely and have fun.
- Carl Bakay
INAV subscriptions are for a 1 year period, during which 6 issues are anticipated.
USA subscriptions are mailed bulk rate, all others are air mail.
Adult subscriptions:
USA
Canada/Mexico
All Others

Junior Subscriptions:
subtract US$6.00 from the appropriate adult price.

US$15.00/year
US$19.00/year
US$24.00/year

Junior subscriptions are subsidized by the sale of the INAV archive CD and the donations of members.
They are only available to those 18 or younger. To get a Junior rate, proof of age must be supplied with
the subscription payment. Valid proof would include copies of high school or lower ID card, government
issued permit, license, or ID with birth date, Flying organization ID card showing non-adult status, or
anything you feel proves your eligibility.
Send all dues to
Tim Goldstein (INAV subscription editor)
13096 W. Cross Dr.
Littleton, CO 80127
Tim@indoorduration.com
Carl Bakay (editor)
1621 Lake Salvador Dr.
Harvey, LA 70058-5151 carl@sd-la.com
Production Editor: Chris Doughty, Canada
Contributing Editors: Nick Aikman, U.K. , Dave Haught USA
Can't get enough of Indoor News And Views? Then get the INAV Archive CD. This CD includes over 250
complete issues of INAV along with a custom viewer program that allows you to print all the issues,
articles, and plans. Order your Archive CD today by sending US$45.00 plus shipping (USA US$3.00 all
others US$5.00) to Tim Goldstein at the above address. Proceeds from the Archive CD go to support
Junior indoor flying.
Indoor News and Views is an open forum presenting ideas, opinions, model designs and techniques for
the indoor community. Unless specifically stated, INAV does not offer any opinion as to the merit of
published work, nor does it endorse any products or services advertised herein.
Sample ad copy should be sent to Tim Goldstein at the above address for publishing details.
Cover drawing by Dave Haught
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This is the 12 INAV issue since I have become involved and the 10 since Carl joined as Editor. Nick
Aikman has become regular with coverage on the European & UK scene and his great articles and
drawings. Dave Haught joined us 4 issues back and brings us wonderful information from the scale
side of the sport. Now we have another addition to the volunteer staff that makes INAV possible. Chris
Doughty from BC, Canada has answered my plea for help and agreed to take on the formidable task of
final layout and formatting of each issue. With Chris’s help INAV will continue delivering the high quality
publication that Carl works so hard to create. If you meet Carl, Nick, Dave, or Chris please take the time
to let them know how much you appreciate the time and effort they invest to make INAV a reality.
Thanks to all of you that have offered your support in my time of career turmoil. The company I worked
for the last 5 years has folded. My wife and I have opened a retail jewelry tool & supply store
(www.A2ZMetalsmithSupply.com) which includes a fully equipped workshop we rent by the hour or the
month. As a new startup it is consuming time and money so my opportunity to pursue this great hobby
is limited at the moment. But, we are feeling good about it as we have a plan for the future. Now that we
have the store open and running I will be able to start investing more time in providing a good stock of
Tru-Weight balsa and hope to start having some time to enjoy the hobby in the next few months.
Tim
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NFFS Symposium Archive
on CD-ROM

This well developed microfilm has uniform colors, easy
to pour, spreading well, easy to lift, it is not sticky,
doesn't tighten and shrink, it is properly tough and
durable. I make pouring tests from every mixture & sell
only solutions of excellent quality.

•Full contents1968 - 2000
•Over 5000 pages, 4-CDs
•Author & Article Title Index
•All pages can be printed
•Includes WC and Indoor Model Books
•Windows 95,98,ME,NT,2000,XP Only

Price

Shipping
Europe
3€
3.5 €
9€

100 ml
6 $ or €
330 ml
20 $ or €
600 ml
36 $ or €
Orsovai Dezső
H-1224 Budapest IX. utca 12
Hungary
e-mail:orsi48@interware.hu

$68.00 NFFS Members, $75.00 non-members
$6.95 USA postage, $9.95 postage all others
Order online www.F1D.biz or mail your order to
Tim Goldstein, 13096 W Cross Dr,
Littleton, CO 80127, USA

Others
4$
5$
10 $

Y2K Films
4514 Meadow Ln
Red Bud IL 62278

PPP Film (Penny Plane Plastic)
1025 Cedar St
Catawissa MO 63015
.7 micron film that is economical
and easy to apply.

Y2K (.5 micron) or Y2K2 (.3 micron)
12” x 25’ rolls
$33.00 per roll Domestic
$35.00 per roll Foreign

12” x 50’ rolls
$25.00 per roll

Price includes shipping

Pric e includes shipping
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GEORGIA – ATLANTA
May 17
Peach State Indoor Meet – North Springs High School, Sandy Springs, GA. Regis. 8:30 am, flying 9 –
4:30 pm. Hosted by The Thermal Thumbers of Metro Atlanta (TTOMA) Lightweight and heavyweight
flown separate. AMA and FAC events, Hangar Rat, George Perryman Back Porch Pusher Challenge.
CD David Mills – 404-509-4209. Check www.thermalthumbers.com for club info and details.
GERMANY – BREISEN-BRAND
European F1D Championships for Seniors and Juniors. Open International contest for
F1D, FIL and F1M. Location: CargoLifter Hanger, Breisen –Brand, Germany.
Contact Nick Aikman for details.
IDAHO – MOSCOW
July 26 – 29
Kibbie Dome Indoor. A 4-day contest with the Wally Miller EZB contest (1.2 gm) flown in the middle of
the main event. All AMA and FAI events flown. This is a world class 145' ceiling site. Normally an FAC
contest is held at the same time. CD Andy Tagliafico at 503-452-0546
UNIVERSITY VISITOR INFORMATION CENTER 645 W Pullman Road Moscow, Idaho
PLEASE NOTE: Special rates are available at the University Inn, Moscow, Idaho, for participants, family
and friends. For reservations call: 1-800-325-8765
INDIANA – WEST BADEN
Aug 15-17
Indoor Time Trials for Cat III. Fly in this beautiful 97’ atrium. See INAV #108 for a history and photos
of the resort. More specific details in next issue. Contact: Walt van Gorder, 5669 Victory View Ln.,
Cincinnati, OH 45233. (513) 922-3351.
MASSACHUSETTS – CAMBRIDGE
Evening Indoor at MIT –Flying from 7 pm to 9 pm at MIT’s Dupont Gym, the corner of Vassar and
Massachusetts Ave. in Cambridge, Mass. Call Ray Harlan at 508-358-4013. May 3.
MICHIGAN – FLINT
May 4
Cloudbuster Spring Indoor Fling. Flying 8 am - 8pm at the Indoor Swing golf dome which is a category
III site. Classes include catapult glider, Bostonian, LPP, EZB, Mini Stick, No-Cal, Science Olympiad,
FAC scale, F1D, Intermediate Stick. Contest Directors: Geroger Lewis 810 329-6833
Fred Gregg Jr 586 264-1018, Don Lang 586 751-3281
NEW JERSEY – LAKEHURST
July 3-6
The East Coast Indoor Modelers (ECIM) have the use of Hangar #1. The hangar is 800 ft. long by 250
ft., and 180 ft. high. They are hosting a super spectacular indoor blowout for all indoor classes. Also
featured will be an F1D regional. Wives and dates welcome, but for base entry you will need ECIM club
ID, Drivers Lic and AMA card. To join or for info., contact Rob Romash days at 856-840-1175, evenings
at 856-985-6849. E-mail cgrain1@yahoo.com . Dues are $15 a year with a current AMA card.
SPAIN – ALICANTE
Sept 6 – 7
F1D, F1L, F1M, F4D and F4F. Saturday afternoon, scale competition, Sunday morning all other
categories. Height 9,60 metres. Entry fee 15 EURO all categories.
Alicante is 60 Km south of Benidorm on the Mediterranean Spanish coast.
This is the first time that an open international contest is to be held in Spain
TENNESSEE – JOHNSON CITY
May 28 – June 1 AMA/NFFS Indoor Nationals, Johnson City, TN. Flying is in the MiniDome fieldhouse of East
Tennessee State University. Event schedule in last issue. CD Abram Van Dover is looking for assistant
CD’s to help out. Write or call him: 112 Tillerson Dr., Newport News, VA 23602, (804) 877-2830.
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Modelers please note that due to construction on campus, and particularly at the Kibbie Center, parking will be
limited. All Indoor Modelers must stop at the University Visitor Information Center to obtain a visitor's parking
permit and obtain information on what lots are available for parking. This will ensure that individuals know
where they are entitled to park and prevent unnecessary parking tickets.
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By Mike Green, UK
A few notes. With hindsight I recommend using thicker wood for the motor stick - say 25 thou and 12 or 15 on
the boom. The wood density used was around 5.5 lb/cu. ft. I confess I did not take notes or I have mislaid them!
At any rate the model came out light and I had to use ballast which was advantageous. The original was covered
in polymicro, but if things look like coming overweight you could use Y2K!
The model takes as much torque as you can wind on - the motor will break first and although the ship is big the
climb is impressive. Use rubber of about 73-74 thou for starters, that is to say Tan 2 before 2000. I cannot
comment on what comes after that i.e.Tan sport.
The F1M class - max projected span 46cm, min weight 3g, max rubber weight 1.5g does not suffer from an
`over tight' specification which bedevils some indoor classes and therefore does not lead to a situation where all
the models look the same. At any rate that is my opinion although inevitably contest models seem to trend
toward a sort of `convergent evolution'.
It is a great class for beginners and experts alike and for a novice it is easier than EZB.
"En passant" just an afterthought - the Limited Pennyplane specification fits the rules regarding the airframe.

THE BEST OF S.L.I.M. AVAILABLE NOW!
The best of the first 15 is sues of S outh Louisiana Indoor M odeling.
Over 80 pages of plans, tables, charts, Nats c ontest photos, and timely articles.
For the novice indoor flier who is hooked, and would like to know m ore.
LaserJet digital color, under one handy cover.
Chapter I lists how to get started building, with m any ideas and killer websites.
Chapter II has three S cience Olym piad plans plus a four-page tutorial by Bill Gowen.
Chapter III has four A-6 plans and tw o m inis tick plans. Mos t are sized ready to use.
Chapter IV is all about rubber, including the lates t tests and news from the factory.
Chapter V gets y ou started cheap in the exciting new field of electric indoor FF and R/C .
Appendix contains, as a bonus, four current catalogs of indoor supplies.
$10.00 + $3.50 US A postage, $5.00 non-USA

Send your order to:
Carl Bakay, Editor
1621 Lake Salvador Drive
Harvey, LA 70058-5151,
USA

Not ready to order?
Send a SASE for a copy of the Contents and a few
sample pages to check it out.
You'll be glad you did.
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By Gert Brendel (NL)
Introduction
Accurate and precise scales are an essential device for the (competition minded) indoor (duration) flyer. Building a model
to minimum weight can only be done with adequate equipment. Now I do know that it is easy to build a scale yourself (that
might be good reading stuff for a future issue), but being the lazy kind of person I’ve bought an electronic balance myself
some time ago. Before deciding to buy a particular scale, I’ve been surfing on the internet for more information. This
article is a summary of the electronic balances that I’ve found, and that I’ve considered buying myself. In price, they range
from US$ 100.- to US$ 240.- as offered on several web pages (prices with-out shipping and handling costs; some
companies ask quite an amount for that). And don’t forget that, as a European citizen, you sometimes have to pay a large
import duty when you buy in the USA...
The Scales
My Weigh MX 50
This is a reasonable cheap pocket scale (around US$ 100.-), which reads 50 grams by 0.01 grams. It comes with a 50 gram
ASTM Class M1 calibration weight and recalibrating your scale can be done with the provided EASY-CAL program. The
MX-50C reads in grams, grains, carats, and ounces; the auto-off time can also be programmed.
A&D HL-100
This is a compact portable 0.01 gram resolution scale with 100 gram capacity; it has a hard cover hinged carrying case
included. The HL-100 case is designed so you can weigh with the scale in the case. The HL-100 is available with either 6
AA batteries as a power source (not included) or AC powered (not included). It has a power saving auto power-off
function, which can be disabled.
Tanita 1210 – 100 (or – 50)
The Tanita 1210 50-carat version is a high accuracy mini scale of compact design. This scale has four selectable weighing
functions: carats, grams, troy ounces, and grains. It’s the only one in this price class that offers a readability of 0.002 gram.
The 1210 50 carat version comes standard with 6 AAA batteries, a 10 g (50 carat) calibration mass (located on the scale
itself), a weighing tray, a gem cup and a soft carrying case at no additional cost.
Acculab VI-200
This balance can be operated from an AC adapter or from a 9V alkaline battery. All VI-Series balances are available with
an optional DB-9, bi-directional RS-232 serial computer/printer interface. At start up, the unit will default to the last
weighing mode used. Membrane keypads are raised for tactile feel and include an audio tone to signal function. Large
LCD with low battery, overload, underload, stability and mode indicators.
Ohaus Scout SC2020
Scout's durable construction and simple, two-button operation make it a favorite of classrooms and laboratories alike. The
balance can be operated by a 9 Volt battery or with the AC Adapter supplied. This scale features a large, high contrast
LCD display for great visibility; auto shutoff (user enabled/disabled); an error indicator for over/under loads; span and
linear calibration; a tare feature and a low battery indicator.
More information
There’s more to read on the Internet about the balances introduced here; at the following websites you can find information
from the manufacturers:
• http://www.ohaus.com
• http://www.acculab.com
• http://www.tanita.com
• http://www.andweighing.com
• http://www.myweigh.com
It might be a good idea to compare prices before you buy such expensive equipment. A brief search on the Internet gave the
following internet sites (off course, there are more!) were these scales could be bought:
• AmberDepot.com http://www.amberdepot.com/scales.htm
• Precision Weighing Balances http://www.balances.com, http://www.scaleman.com/ or http://balance.balances.com
This article reprinted by permission from Gert’s fine Indoor Flight International.
-Ed
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Price (without shipping &
handling costs)
Weighing modes
Capacity
(grams)
(pennyweight)
(troy ounces)
Readability
(grams)
(pennyweight)
(troy ounces)
Linearity
Repeatability/Std. Dev.
Stabilization time
Calibration

MY WEIGH MX-50
Ca. US$ 100.-

My-weigh ibalance 201
Ca. US$ 140.-

A&D HL-100
Ca. US$ 200.-

Tanita 1210-100
Ca. US$ 215.-

Acculab VI-200
Ca. US$ 220.-

Ohaus Scout SC2020
Ca. US$ 240.-

g, dwt & ozt

g, oz, oz t, dwt, grains &
parts counting

g, ozt & ct

g, ct, ozt & grains

g, oz, dwt, ozt & parts
counting

g, oz, oz t, dwt & parts
counting

50 g
32.00 dwt
1.5910 ozt

200 g
128.60 dwt
6.430 ozt

100 g
3.5280 oz

20 g
-

200g
-

200 g
-

0.01 g
0.01 dwt
0.0005 ozt

0.01 g
0.01 dwt
0.001 ozt
±0.01g
±0.01g
3 seconds

0.01 g
0.002 g
0.01g
0.0005 oz
± 0.03 g
±0.01g
± 0.02 g
3 seconds
3 seconds (typically)
3 seconds
Auto calibration from keypad
Full Digital
Auto Calibration with
Auto calibration from
(50 gram mass included with
Calibration with front 10 gram (50 carat) mass keypad with included
the scale)
key (calibration mass
included
weight
not included!)
Maximum overload
150% of capacity
150% of capacity
3% of capacity
150% of capacity
Auto shut-off
2 minutes no activity
Selectable: Off, 60, 120,
Auto Power Off (5 automatically 5 minutes
4 minutes no activity
180 seconds no activity
minutes)
after calibration
Optimum temperature
64 °- 77 ° f / 18 °- 25 ° c
32°- 104° F / 0°- 40° C
-10°C~40°C /
50-86 F (10-30 C)
range
14°F~104°F
Operating humidity range
RH less than 85%
Less than 80% RH
Display
5 segment LCD 1/2" high
6 segment LCD 1/2" high
8 mm, 7 segment
5 digits LCD
5 digits LCD
LCD
Power requirements
4 AAA batteries (included)
AC adapter (included) or 6 6 AA size batteries
6 AAA batteries
AC adapter (included)
"AA" batteries (not
(not included) or
(included)
or 9V Alkaline battery
included)
optional 120V AC
(not included)
adapter
Low battery indicator
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Platform material
Plastic
Plastic
Stainless steel
Platform dimensions,
2 7/8" x 2 5/8"
5¼” x 5¼”
70 mm / 2.75 inch
1 3/4" diameter
4.5" diameter
inches
diameter
Scale dimensions (L x W
5 1/4” x 3 1/4” x 3/4”
7½" x 5¼ x 1¾"
5.9” x 5.5” x 2.1”
5 7/8” x 4 1/4” x 1
10.25” x 5.75” x 3.5”
x H), inches
1/16”
Standard accessories
50 gram cal mass, batteries, &
200g Calibration Mass,
Manual, carrying
6 AAA batteries, a 10g AC adapter, Cal. weight
manual
AC Adapter, Manual
case
(50 carat) cal. mass, a
weighing tray, a gem
cup and a carrying case
Warranty
12 months from date of
60 months from date of
24 month
180 days from date of
2-year renewable
purchase
purchase
manufacturer's
purchase
warranty
warranty
Net weight (approx.)
5.6 oz / 160 g
17.6 oz / 500 g
460 g / 1 lb (without
Approx. 260 grams
4 / 1.8 (lb/kg)
batteries installed)
(9.25 oz.)
Optional Accessories
External Calibration
Hard-Shell Carrying
mass, 120 VAC
Case -$35
adapter

0.01 g
± 0.01 g
0.01 g
3 Seconds
Auto Calibration from
keypad using 200 gram
cal. mass (included with
scale)
103%
Selectable: Off, 3
minutes no activity
50° to 104° F / 10°to
40° C
10% to 85% RH
LCD (0.7” high)
120v/60Hz AC Adapter
supplied with balance or
a 9 V battery (not
included)
Stainless steel
4.0 in /10.2 cm diameter
8.25” x 6.75” x 2.4”
AC adapter, Cal. weight

5 year manufacturer’s
warranty
1.5/0.7 (lb/kg)
Security device,
carrying case, cables,
printer, calibration
masses, scoops
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(Vorsitzender Gerhard Wöbbeking, Holstenstraße 108, 22767 Hamburg, Tel. 040-3898310, woebbeking@t-online.de)
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The Organiser of the European Championships for F1D in 2003 is the Deutsche Aero Club e.V. with its subsidiary
body, the Model Flying Commission and its department, the Free Flight Organization. The Regional Air Sports
Organisation of the county of Brandenburg will support the organiser.
The Flying Site will be the CargoLifter hangar at Brand, south of Berlin. The site and hangar will be open from
October 2nd at 3.00 PM until October 5th at 10.00 PM. During this time, the European F1D Championships for
seniors and juniors will take place as well as an Open International Indoor Competition for F1D, F1L and F1M
classes. Because of ongoing negotiations with a new owner uncertainty about the date and the competitions is still
remaining. There may be some production activity, despite the long weekend (October 3rd is a national holiday in
Germany).
The Contest Director will be Gerhard Wöbbeking, assisted by Thomas Weimer, who will be heading the
timekeepers’ pool.
The FAI-Jury (and the Jury for the Open International) will consist of Pierre Chaussebourg (CIAM Vice
President, FRA), Michael Ramel (Alternate CIAM Delegate GER) and Mike Colling (GBR). Reserve Luca Gialanella
(ITA).
Eligibility for the European Championships. This is open to teams from the National Aero Clubs of Europe,
including Turkey and Israel. All participants in the Open International must have a current FAI licence.
The Juniors Competition will take place at the same time as the senior event.
Entries for teams and timekeepers for the European Championships may be made until July 31st 2003. Entries
should be sent to Michael Thoma, Deutscher Aero Club e.V. Hermann-Blenk-Str. 28, 38108 Braunschweig,
Germany. Tel. 0049-531-2354056, Fax 0049-531-2354011, e-mail m.thoma@daec.de. Entry fees shall be paid on
spot. Only cash in Euros will be accepted. Entries for the Open International F1D, F1 L, and F1M may be made
until September 20th.
The Official Languages for these contests are English and German.
Entry fees for European Championships.
For competitors (seniors) and Team Managers - 200 Euros (300 Swiss Francs).
For juniors up to 18 years - 170 Euros (255 Swiss Francs).
For supporters (seniors) - 30 Euros (45 Swiss Francs).
For junior supporters up to 18 years - 20 Euros (30 Swiss Francs)
For competitors in Open Internationals (seniors) - 40 Euros for the first class, each other class 20 Euros.
For juniors up to 18 years – 30 Euros for the first class, each other class 15 Euros extra.
Banquet. 20 Euros for adults, 10 Euros for children under 14.
Timekeepers will get 144 Euros to cover board & lodging. Every National Team is free to nominate one timekeeper.
The organisers will not provide any timekeepers for the Open International.
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Processing of flying. European Championships competitors will collect two timekeepers from the pool. After each
flight, if the timed duration is longer than one of that competitors previous best two flights, the model and rubber
motor must be checked. Participants of the Open International will also follow this scheme. Their launching area will
be separated.
Timetable. October 2nd.
15-20 h Registration of National Teams and individual participants of the Open International. Practice flying.
21.30 h Team Managers Meeting at the Landhotel, Krausnick.
October 3rd.

8-13 h Registration, Practice flying.
13.30 h Opening and briefing.
14-18 h Round 1.
16-20 h Round 2, (Models must be launched before the end of the round).

October 4th.

8-14 h Practice flying.
14-18 h Round 3.
16-20 h Round 4, (Models must be launched before the end of the round).

October 5th.

8-14 h Practice flying.
14-16.30 h Round 5.
15.30-18.00 h Round 6, (Models must be launched before the end of the round).
20-24 h Banquet with prize-giving ceremony at the Landhotel, Krausnick.

Parking. In front of the northern entrance to the hangar. Tables and chairs will be provided. Beverages and
Snacks, (soft drinks, coffee, sandwiches, small sausages and cakes) will be available inside the hangar.
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By Jerry Combs
There you are, all set up at your local site to fly your latest lightweight model. All of the flyers tables are lined
up in a neat row. You walk out on the floor and launch your labor of love, all looks good and you move off
of the floor with the best of indoor etiquette. Your model climbs nicely and everything is just the way it should
be when you notice that your model is beginning to drift towards the far wall. Each circle moves the model
closer and closer to the wall. Time for a steer before the model hits the wall. You walk out with your steering
pole and just as you attempt the steer you move just that little bit too fast and you end up with your pole
right through the middle of your wing. Is there anyway that this disaster could have been prevented?
The answer is yes and it is very simple to use. Some of you may already know of this method while many will
not. Back in the early 60's Phil Haner and Hu Entrop taught me a method of low ceiling steering that does not
use a pole or a balloon. It is the method of using body heat to move the model
back to the center of the room. It does take several people working in unison but it sure beats a ruined model
and will work in ceilings up to around 50 feet if used early enough in the flight. As soon as you notice
your model beginning to drift ask several of your fellow fliers to help. Each of you needs to walk around the
edges of the floor to the other side of the room and just stand there in a line facing the model or maybe in a
horseshoe pattern, the heat from your bodies will create enough air movement to move your model back towards
the center of the room. This is best accomplished if the fliers form two groups and walk around to the far side
from different directions. Do take care to not stay there in a group for too long or the model will then head for
the other wall unless there is a persistent drift. If it is a cool day and several of you have cups of coffee or tea
the process takes fewer people and less time. Try it next time you are flying and see just how well it works.
More than once I have seen records set using this method where if a pole or balloon were used the record may
not have been broken.
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With some trepidation I placed an order with Tim Goldstein on the internet . The order was a tentative
trip into the unknown. Eventually a package arrived and I eagerly opened the box to reveal the timber that was
ordered. I had ordered a selection of ‘c’ and ‘a’ grain.
The ‘c’ grain looked superb and was stamped with a serial no, the weight, stiffness rating, and density.
The weight was pretty good and within reasonable limits. I have since used the .013” for a new rules F1d and
achieved .3 g motorsticks, ready to go. The thinner wood (.009”) is rolled and awaiting tail posts. Both of these
components are more than stiff enough. They are indeed impressive. The ‘a’ grain was .097” 5.2Lb marked as
VG . I stripped off 3/16” and cut some F1d spars, they were exactly what I was looking for. They were the
correct weight and very stiff without resorting to boron.
On the strength of this I have since purchased more timber from Tim and I am impressed with the
standard of the finished product. While people mutter about the cost of the wood, I just remember the pile of
3/16” hobby shop sheet (3Ft x 2Ft ) that I rejected , or that I got half a dozen strips from. Yes I buy full sheets to
find a particular piece of wood. I can buy from Tim without all that wastage. (I can use my own rejects for
Control line Models).
In conclusion, I found Tim’s wood to be accurately cut and I agree with his weights, and more
importantly I am very happy with the grain and cut quality. The thickness stated on the sheets was within .0005”
so I can’t fault it.
I would like to thank Tim for providing this supply of indoor wood.
Derek Richards. UK.

Dear Carl,
Recently I had a good experience with a 4H Project. I had heard of their activities in farm-related
and home-making skills but they go far beyond those. There is even a model building for airplanes!
Last year I was invited to demonstrate indoor model flying at a meeting. The meeting was the flying
contest for a half dozen or so boys who had built Delta Darts. There is an excellent RC club in Bishop
and several of their members served as mentors. I have found that the Delta Dart is handy because AMA sells kits so
all of the materials are included. They also have some ingenious construction ideas. But they are too
heavy for most indoor sites and so the models were zipping around crashing into walls and ceilings.
This year I was asked to lead the project and was given freedom to select the model design. I drew up a
13" version of a Twiggy model that was published years ago. It was aimed for beginners and is only slightly more
complicated than the Darts. It looks and flies much better. Nineteen youths signed up and there is no model shop in
Bishop. I was able to purchase prop-nose-gear assemblies that solved most of the problem. But I did strip a lot of
1/16 X 1/8 balsa, cut a lot of tissue, and strip rubber, etc. A number of the RC members served as
mentors during two Saturday mornings. I wrote concise step-by-step instructions for building and flying the
model but most of the modelers and their mentors barged ahead and had to do some things over. But all told it
went well. Fifteen models were flying at the finale. The modelers were very enthusiastic and spent over two hours
having the joy of seeing their creations hop off the floor and cruise around for thirty seconds or more. There was very
little breakage or wall banging. The 4H people can use the local fairgrounds building that is large enough for
fair flights. Yes, we had a little contest that was warmly received.
The 4H affixation has advantages. One can reach a large number of youths who are interested in
doing things themselves. I attended a general meeting and there were over 100 youths there! Bishop's
population is about 4000 but there are several smaller towns nearby. Also the 4H has access to most public
owned buildings such as our fairgrounds. I urge modelers everywhere to contact 4H people.
Good Flying!
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By Dave Haught (DHaught042@aol.com)
The Demoiselle Redux?
Yes indeed it is that time again! Hope you have had a great building/flying season too! I have yet to get over
my old building cycle habits. When I flew outdoors I spent the winter building, now I build all year round and
fly all year round, how good can it get? Well back to the topics at hand . . .
Just about everyone has attempted the little Santos-Dumont gem at one time or another. It was one of my first
ventures into peanut scale back in the ancient days. The original flew fantastic, logging in consistent flights of
over 30 minutes! Well, maybe 30 seconds. As I got a bit more acquainted with the pioneer aircraft I was moved
to come up with a more scale version. I found the plans to the original in the old Popular Mechanics article in
the library archives and blew them up to the following plan enclosed in this issue. It was a fun model to build.
The fuselage was made from oversize sticks sanded round with knobs every 3/4" or so to simulate the bamboo
joints on the original. This created the need for coped joints which was easy to do with a small round file. The
rigging was added next with the seat sewed out of cotton fabric. I spared no details remembering how much
nose weight I had added to the first one. Then the wheels, engine and fuel tank were built and attached. The
flying surfaces were kept to last mainly because I was not sure how I wanted to make them.
At this time I was just beginning to realize how little airfoil you really wanted on these vintage types. They
have so much inherent drag, a high lift wing is normally an added disaster. I elected to use only six sliced ribs,
carrying the thin airfoil shown on the plan-one at the root, tip, and where the leading edge notches in. The
remaining ribs are what I call eye fodder. To make them I start by covering the plan with fresh plastic, then
pinning a sheet of pre-shrunk, pre-doped tissue down over the wing plan. I then slice an impossibly thin strip
off of a light sheet of 1/32" balsa, as paper thin as you can slice it, around .005 or so. This is then located on the
tissue where a rib would want to be, held down gently with a light weight, a penny or such, then a thin bead of
acetone is applied to the "rib," which soaks right through the wood, activates the dope, and sticks the "rib" to the
tissue instantly.
Once all the remaining "ribs" are secure, lift the wing panel off the plan, use a 1" diameter dowel like a rolling
pin and roll a curve into the paper thin ribs. The real ribs and spar structure is then overlain onto the tissue with
"ribs" and more acetone is applied, covering the wing. This has worked very well, the original is well over 10
years old and still looks great. The tail assembly is done in a similar way with the pre-finished tissue.
A note on finishing pioneer aircraft. I have found many of the natural finishes can be done neatly with the wide
variety of tissues out there. Some I have even dyed with ice tea to give a bit darker hue. I had one near disaster
that turned out to be a stroke of luck. I had built an indoor 36" rubber 1911 Cessna a few years ago which had
come out very light and promising. I covered it with my usual pre-shrunk pre-finished tissue, but this time I had
used Krylon satin finished acrylic spray instead of nitrate dope. Not thinking anything about it, I began
attaching the tissue with 3M 77 adhesive. The covering slacked on me and it looked horrible, so I thought on it
over night and the dream demons kept me up all night. In a fit of dazed ingenuity, I thought I might rejuvenate
the light dope on the covering by giving it a coat of thinner. I proceeded to brush on a coat of acetone onto the
fuselage first, it looked ok while it was wet, started to shrink ever so slightly as it dried, I did the same to the tail
feathers, then as I started on the wing I noticed that the fuselage covering was turning a ghastly white with
streaks! It was too late to turn back, so I finished the wings, pinned them to a board to keep them flat and started
to look at a different model for the meet. When I came back to the Cessna it had a streaked blushed look to it
that had a lot of charm and looks like it was done intentionally! The effect is scale on many of the period
aircraft, so I pass this highly engineered secret on to you for your experimentation.
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By Dave Haught (DHaught042@aol.com)
Concorde to a land at Moscow Kibbie Dome!? Well, that is if I get it finished. Ever had one of those afternoon horizontal
therapy times (naps), where you dream of the ultimate scale model? I was drifting off on the couch to a TV special on the
high tech aircraft of the last 20 years, I vaguely remember the Concord being mentioned, then woke up with the obscure
obsession to build one. I had a set of plans somewhere, ah yes, toss them into the local large document copier and viola!
The ultimate no-cal? At a 16" wing span its motor length comes out at what? 35.5"! Yikes! It looks real cool, love that
wing plan form, but that motor length - hmmm.
Then comes the engineering nightmare. Whether it is noble to run a single motor 36+" pusher or tractor? Or maybe do a
36" push-pull thing, or half of each? Too many ideas too little time! I settled on a single pusher for the first iteration.
Now onto the real poser, I have never rolled a 3/16" diameter tube 36" long! The thought caused me to devour a whole box
of ice cream sandwiches. Hmmm, still no clear direction. So what to do? Try it! Last IN&V had a great bit on rolled
tubes, seemed worth trying, the thought of the Concorde up amongst the ceiling tiles inspired me throw all caution to the
wind.
I started by selecting the balsa, giving it a good sanding on both sides to bring it a bit under 1/32", then into the bath tub to
soak over night. (Too long for my usual microwave technique, although now that I think on it I could have rolled it into a
coil then micro waved it-ah the wonder of hindsight!). Then the search began for the form. I had a 36" length of 1/4"
aluminum tube, a brass rod that was 5/16" but nothing 3/16" diameter - except for a few dowels and they were far from
straight. But then I remembered some where I had used the door jam as a biplanar squaring jig. I rolled the balsa, taped the
cover paper to the door jam and waited 12 hours. Sure enough it was straight and round! Then on to the rest of the beastie!
As of press time its still to be covered, but looks promising!
Now for something completely different! The Messerschmitt 410 plan is only for the hopelessly insane out there. Who
else would be tempted? Over the years I had my plan service I sold over 100 sets of this one! A few hearty souls wrote me
from their institutions to tell me of their successes or lack there of.
The original was built one weekend as I worked at a secret underground nuclear plant out in some desert somewhere. We
had strict security limitations that kept us indoors and on site for the summer. That was ok with us since it was well over
120 degrees outside! I introduced the captives to stick and tissue models. One of the engineers was a German aircraft nut
who just happened to have a book with him on the 410. I sketched it up and built it on the spot without a lot of wood to
choose from. The ship came out at 9 grams, a bit heavy but there is a lot of fuselage and nacelle in this one. This was the
first of my open bottom nacelle designs and I still use this concept today. Here again as I mentioned in a previous article in
IN&V, you need to keep the motor size down. Most would be successful twins are destroyed on the first few flights by
being way over powered, remember you have TWO motors and TWO props generating thrust here! Go easy. Use 2-3
degrees down thrust on the right motor, with the left set at 0 for starters. If torque seems to be a problem, adjust with thrust
only. Induce a flight turn with a bit of right rudder, keep the wings as flat as possible, and as always, if the stab warps, toss
it! Better to go into the air with a flat stab than to enter the dark deep of the earth with a warped one. What am I saying?
Warped stabs can cause disasters of Biblical proportions! The classic potato chip shaped stab is no friend, ever! Twins
have the wonderful blessing of high airflow over the tail, which makes them very sensitive to warps and tabs.
DNA and modeling, is it in our genes? Man I love puns! My son just came home on spring break from college with a neat
box of Pistachios. He has found them as addictive as the real nuts! So far his new fleet consists of a Roe Biplane, Caudron
A, and Wright military flier III! They are soooo cute! He has yet to begin flying sessions but they look like they should
perform well. Pistachios are a bit tricky in some plan forms, I have had mixed success with WWII military types since they
are low on wing area. The pioneer through thirties birds look pretty good, any successes out there? I have a Sopwith
Triplane on the drawing table, we'll see. . .
Shameless plug! Don't miss the annual Kibbie Dome event at Moscow, Idaho this July 26-29! That's four full days of great
indoor flying in a fantastic site! F.A.C. events plus some new fun events like twin nocal! Email me for more info! Now
back to our sponsors . . .
Yikes! Two pages and still not a word on the B-24's or the jumbo trimotor yet! Well there are more issues of IN&V
coming, stay tuned! Back to the bench, or is it time to fly? Dave Haught, enjoying his insanity!
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By Nick Aikman 12.03.03..

The model shown on the plan is actually a combination of the second and third F1D’s that I built in 2000,
after a gap of 14 years.
At the ‘CargoLifter’ meeting last year, I spent the first day flying a droop boom model but climb pattern
problems made me switch to this older, straight aeroplane. When I assembled the wing onto the posts, it was
obvious that something had moved somewhere, so I quickly took off the wing and substituted wing three, which
had not been flown at high torque before. With time running out on the second afternoon of the contest, there
was only a chance for 1 half motor test flight before a full competition attempt. Everything seemed OK.
After a reasonable wind, I hooked up the motor and launched – the model took off like its namesake, with the
wing distorting in a most alarming manner. This time however there were none of the ‘staggers’ that had
plagued me on the previous day and as the torque dropped off, the climb evened out and the model kept on
going, eventually setting the official record.
The model is conventional in design and detail and similar to aeroplanes flown in the UK by Ron Green,
Geoffrey Lefever and Bob Bailey. The motorstick wood was probably too soft, needing 4 pieces of boron to
provide adequate longitudinal stiffness. This did nothing to control the torsional stiffness, which, together with a
floppy wing, gave such spectacular wash-in at launch. Newer straight and drooped models use stiffer stick
wood, less stick boron and boron composite wing spars and ribs.
Component
Wing
Tailplane

Subcomponent
Spars
Tips
Ribs
Spars
Tips
Ribs

Motorstick
Extension
Plug-in for boom
Tailboom
Wingposts
Tailposts
Propeller
Spars
Ribs
Covering
Rubber

Details
55 x 35 → 100 x 35 → 55 x 35 –5.5 lb, B Grain
55 x 32 → 30 x 30 → 55 x 32 – 5.0 lb, B Grain
Andrews 23 x 45 → 23 x 62 → 23 x 45 – 4.3 lb, C Grain
40 x 31 → 55 x 31 → 40 x 31 – 5.2 lb, A Grain
40 x 31 → 40 x 27 → 40 x 31 – 4.4 lb, A grain
Andrews 22 x 28 → 22 x 48 → 22 x 28 – 4.2 lb, C Grain
0.25” dia. Blank 0.845” wide 0.013” - 4.2 lb – C Grain
0.25” dia. Blank 0.845” wide 0.010” - 3.9 lb – C Grain
Trim to fit boom taper. 1.75” long 0.009” –4.2 lb, C Grain
Blank 0.845” wide → 0.50” wide 0.009” – 4.0 lb, C Grain
55 x 45 oval section – 5.2 lb, A Grain
45 x 38 oval section –5.2 lb, A Grain
60 dia. → 30 dia. – 4.4 lb, A Grain
Andrews 2 are 22 x 24 → 22 x 50 → 22 x 24 – 4.5 lb, C Grain
Constant 3 are 22 x 24 – 4.5 lb, C Grain
Y2K2 Applied with 3M “Spraymount”
March ’02 Tan2

Weights
Wing
Tailplane
Motorstick + Extension + Posts
Boom + Posts
Propeller
Ballast
Total

BAT OUT OF HELL!

0.304
0.146
0.371
0.156
0.190
0.036
1.202

U.K. CAT. IV F1D Official Record Holder
36:32 at the CargoLifter Hanger, Germany
15th September 2002
Scale 1:1 and 1:4
Plan measurements in
mm, wood etc. in inches
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566 flat
122

100

122

122

100

Slight curve on tip

198
R adiu s 20

79

43

Lap joint

55

No warps in wing
View from rear
0.003” boron on either
side of posts

Approx. 3.0 mm
wash in

65

10 approx.

Wing and tail drawn flat

Boom has 3 x 0.003” d ia.
boron filaments at 12, 4
and 8 o’clock positions.

Lap joint

105

106

105

118

118

106

120
80

105

80

475 flat

Rear tail tube off set
approx. 4 mm to provid e lef t turn.

BAT OUT OF HELL!
A F1D model designed and
drawn by Nick Aikman (UK)

Page 1 of 2

Scale 1:4, details 1:1
All measurements in mm

U.K. CAT. IV F1D Official Record Holder 36:32 at the
CargoLifter Hanger, Germany 15 t h September 2002
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EZB by Jerry Combs, Photo by Spencer

John Pakiz Winding at Beatrice NE Indoor

Carl’s Version of a Paul Bradley Hellcat

Jerry Combs Electric FF Does 13+ So Far

Rearwin Speedster from Tomas Hultgren

Scale Judging at Cedar Falls

Vlad Linardic (L) with new Electric FF

Future Aviators at Cedar Falls
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By Nick Aikman. 30.12.02
In the last INAV, I described the way I use for producing perfect, round prop spars. Here’s my method of attaching boron to
them.
First, cut enough pieces of 0.003 thou’ boron for a pair of spars, trim them to the exact length needed – some flyers use 2
per spar, while others prefer 3, while some think this whole procedure is a complete waste of time! However, it certainly
makes stiff, light spars. Pre-glue each piece of boron by pulling it through your pinched thumb and forefinger with a small
puddle of thinned glue in between. For this, I use an Ambroid/butanone mixture that is the same as the glue I prefer for
everything else. I pass each boron strand through 3 or 4 times to form a thin coating over the entire length. Don’t add too
much – glue is heavy!
Next, take two lengths of cotton thread and glue one to each end of the boron pieces – there should be an overlap of around
4.0 millimetres. Use the same glue. One piece of cotton should have a loop tied into it. The drawing shows the general set
up for assembly. With a fine pen, on the fat end of each spar mark the stations where each boron filament will lie. Trap a
spar between two steel rulers with tapered packing pieces underneath. The packing is to accommodate the spar taper and
ensure that the sides of each ruler rest at the right height against the round balsa. Hold this assembly in place with pins
pushed into the building board. Take a piece of boron/cotton and position it in the right place at one end with a pin through
the loop. Attach a weight to the end of the other piece of thread and allow this to hang over the edge of the building board –
use modeling clay, a bulldog clip or anything else to hand that is easily re-usable. The boron is now in tension and can
easily be positioned to lie perfectly over the spar by adjusting the orientation of the thread with more, carefully positioned
pins.
When you are happy that the boron is in the right place, use tiny dots of glue to tack the boron to the balsa at intervals of
around 2.0 centimetres – this ensures that the boron stays straight. Finally, reactivate the glue using a very small brush
loaded with pure butanone. Leaving the thread ends until last, start 2.00 centimetres from the fat end and apply solvent.
This will run along the boron a short distance and melt the glue, which can then be gently rubbed into the wood, trapping
the boron in place. Carry on this procedure, working your way up the spar and use the divisions on the ruler to mark how
far you get to.
To release the thread ends from the boron once the rest is secured, dissolve the glue connections while pulling gently on the
cotton to lift them and hold them away from the spar. Then apply solvent to each end and rub down to attach. The big ends
are easy but more care is needed when moving down to the smaller ends – too much solvent can flood the work and undo
other joints already made. I usually allow each completed filament to dry for around an hour before moving on to the next.
If the spar seems to be glued to a ruler, gently roll the spar from side to side to break the connection. Alternatively, insert a
razor blade between the two elements to cut them loose.
Although this set up seems a bit of a ‘Heath Robinson’, it does work. A complete pair of 9.5 inch F1D spars should weigh
around 80 milligrams. I use the same method of cut lengths of boron tensioned between cotton for ribs, wing spars, sticks
and booms.
The lower drawing shows my method for making ribs. A feeler gauge is used with a 0.030” overhang and after tacking one
end of the pre-glued boron in place, the gauge is worked along the profiled sheet of wood to space the boron the correct
distance from the edge – tack glue at regular intervals, turn over and repeat, being careful to match the place where the
boron starts on both sides. In practice, once you’ve made a few ribs, your eye will know what to do and you might dispense
with the gauge. After tacking, reactivate the glue with solvent and gently rub down the boron as you go. The top piece of
boron is applied using weighted cotton at each end, the wood being held upright on the board by lightly trapping it between
two strips of wood, which are held together with rubber bands. This assembly is kept upright with modelling pins. Use
temporary packing pieces at each end of the wood strips to raise the boron to the right height and then tack in place in the
center of the rib. Remove the packing and tack along the rib profile on either side, working your way out to each end.
Again, the glue is then reactivated with solvent and the cotton removed. Finally, the complete rib is cut out below the boron
strips with the correct template and you are ready for the next one. For the latest batch of ribs, I used 15 thou’ 4.5 LB, C
grain sheet and a set of 4 ribs weighed 62/64 milligrams.
It is arguable that if you don’t fly regularly in high ceilings, the extra work involved is not worthwhile. However, using
these boron/balsa composites does produce extremely stiff components that make models more rugged and durable and less
likely to need repair at critical moments.
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From American Modeler Annual 1966
The "wild blue yonder" for an ever increasing band of balsa benders has a 30-foot ceiling. A.M.A. low-ceiling
categories are bringing inside many a "blue sky" free flight type, Durations are still quite low since this
restricted ceiling event is fairly new, but enthusiasm for this fly-anywhere indoor competition is growing. One
of the leaders in this movement is a 33-year-old science teacher, Lew Gitlow. He is president of Micro-Dyne
Precision Products, a mail-order retail group formed in 1960 to provide indoor kits, plans and the select balsa so
essential to successful indoor construction.
Gitlow has also authored a 52-page book on "Indoor Model Building and Flying" ($1.50 postpaid). He points
out many unique advantages of indoor modeling. (Currently available as Indoor Flying Models, for $22. – ed)
Naturally, with these models you can fly year-round regardless of the weather outside, but that is only part of the
whole picture. The indoor modeler can spend 15 to 45 minutes as time permits, working on a model. Then he
can put the completed part in a drawer or hang it on a pin. “These models go together in what seems like no time
at all” says Gitlow. The indoor modelers' accumulation of sawdust and scrap for an entire year wouldn't fill a
shoe-box since left-overs from one model are always useful on the next. Imagine storing a year's supply of balsa
in a tie-box and all the needed tools, forms and other supplies in a single desk drawer!
Gitlow built his first solid-stick original indoor model at the age of 12 and clocked 45 seconds in the Long
Beach Grade School auditorium on Long Island, New York. His next indoor model, built 19 years later,
recorded a 3-1/2 minute flight during a meeting of the Ontario, California, Model Airplane Club in a grade
school auditorium, During this gap in time, Gitlow had obtained an M.A. degree from Albany State Teachers
College in New York and studied three years of advanced Physics.
Lew is the type who designs and builds what he likes to fly and thoroughly enjoys flying his aircraft when
they're completed. One of the unique things about indoor modeling, he points out, is the ability to walk
alongside a model in flight at perhaps 3 feet per second. "It's almost hypnotic," he admits. "Indoor models last
much longer than is commonly realized,” explained Gitlow, “If you were to take an outdoor job and drop it
nose-first, have it collide with a wall or fly it out of adjustment on a first flight, chances are that it would need
repair. However, the indoor model, due to lightness and slow speed, would recover and float down undamaged
There's more flying time per hour of building time with Indoor models than anything else in the air. In addition,
the Indoor modeler has the opportunity to learn how to handle super thin materials, I believe that this is more of
an art than a science; You don't need any extensive background in modeling to produce good indoor
performance.”
The number one secret of success for indoor modeling, according to Gitlow, is wood. It should be lighter and
stronger than most balsa and the cutting technique is different. Micro-Dyne ships sheet balsa of 1/100th" in
thickness. This extra-thin sheet is cut, not sanded, by a Gitlow process which remains a trade secret. He
purchases his balsa directly from Ecuador in shipments of 2,000 board feet at a time. Gitlow doesn't use much
of the balsa that he received for his customers. "There are many types of imperfections characteristic to very
light balsa,” he explains. These include irregular grain, wind breakers (small cracks in the balsa), mush wood
with no snap or return after bending, weak spots, deposits of pith or cell sap and infestations of mildew if the
wood has been allowed to remain in the water after it has been floated downstream in Equation. The ideal indoor
balsa has a density range of 4 to 6 pounds per cubic foot and is found in the center of the tree. “A high
percentage of the raw-stock that I receive from South America is used to package premium balsa or discarded."
Lew’s telephone rings constantly with inquires from other builders. His wife Anne, who works for the California
Dept. of Employment, didn't know a thing about model building until the couple were married three years ago.
But she built an FAI type model that clocked 23 minutes in Santa Ana, and is looking forward to making indoor
scale in models.
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Gitlow is not a power plane pilot and has no desire to become one. "I might he interested in learning to fly a
glider, but only if it were one that I had built myself,” he commented. He is interested in aerodynamics only as it
applies to modeling. As a teen-ager in New York, he built model gliders and sent them aloft on kites and
shaking them loose. Aside from model building, his interests in chemistry and physics carried through high
school and college, He later taught these subjects in high school and is now teaching in a junior high In Southern
Cal where classes are so large (38 to 42) that he must teach from the middle of the room so that all his students
can see and hear his demonstrations.
Gitlow's background in chemistry helped him develop a new microfilm covering solution in 1962 that has since
been used by many present record holders. The new film was the 74th solution that he tested. During the
development of '74;' Tom Pinch, present Class B, Category III record holder and Dave Copple of the
Wilmington (Calif.) Indoor Model Airplane Club stopped to visit Gitlow. As the Science Teacher explains it,
"Tom took a piece of the new film off the balsa hoop, rolled it into a ball and than pulled it apart. After handling
it themselves, Tom and Dave exclaimed, 'That's it!' and took the remaining portion of the batch with them.”
After slight modification, this film was marketed and has been quite successful because of its strength, lightness
and stability," The combination of the new film and good balsa enabled Gitlow to design and produce what he
feels is a true beginner's indoor model kit the "Easy B." This solid-stick job with a 1/64th sheet balsa prop and
the simplest construction, makes it possible for the novice to finish a good-flying model in a few evenings.
"When you really look at one closely, there isn't very much to an indoor model except ingenuity," explained
Gitlow. The completed plane will weigh only a fraction of an ounce. Competition models have propellers that
revolve about once each second. 1/1000th of an inch Nichrome wire is used to provide rigidity to the wing. The
thin wood outlines of the wing and stabilizer are constructed quickly using cardboard templates. All the
microfilm used to cover a 33-inch wing could be rolled into a tiny ball weighing as much as a postage stamp.
Condenser paper may also he used in covering and it's only 0002" thick-5,000 sheets to the inch! A hollow tube
of 1/64" balsa usually supports the wing, prop, tail and rubber motor, It is made by placing a wet sheet of balsa
on a sheet of tissue paper and then rolling the balsa and tissue around a glass rod. After the tube dries for 5
minutes it is removed from the glass rod and the seam is glued. A 14-inch tube weighs about as much as five
postage stamps. The tail-boom is made from 1/100" sheet balsa in a similar manner, using weight-selected
indoor wood.
Gitlow contends that indoor model building growth was hindered for many years by the mistaken belief that
construction was difficult. The Indoor modeler was thought of as a patient guy with; nerves of steel, twelve
delicate fingers and no thumbs, thick glasses, a pocketful of tranquilizers, grey hair, no children, years of
experience, advanced techniques in adjustment, lots, of spare time and for some fool reason-a dedication to
build just super-light models that are ready to fall apart at a sneeze. Today Gitlow finds that indoor modelers fly
all types of equipment and turn to indoor modeling for part of the year. Here they find a new fascination and
enjoyment not found in other phases of modeling. He estimates that the average indoor modeler is in his 30's.
However, a number of Gitlow's kits have been demonstrated by Warren Williams of Upland, Calif to inmates at
the Chino Penal Institution whose inmates are encouraged to develop hobbies.
Gitlow estimates that there are five times as many Indoor enthusiasts now compared with only one year age. He
bases this figure on the steady increase in the purchase of both kits and specialized indoor model supplies with
orders split roughly 50/50 between kits and bulk materials. Additional developments that have aided the growth
of Indoor modeling include the new F.A.I. and other classes of international competition that has challenged
newcomers and old-timers as well. National Indoor Model Airplane Society (NIMAS) with activities and Indoor
News and Views ($2 per year from Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Texas) does a real job.
Gitlow feels that the next step forward for indoor modelers is the development of super-light-weight flying
scale. "Here the main consideration will be to use materials that will turn out a model weighing one-tenth (or
less) than that of the usual scale model. The structural design, condenser paper covering, choice of light balsa
and propeller selection will make this possible. The designs will have the largest possible stabilizer area, the
largest nose moment arm, least wing area, longest tail moment arm, longest fuselage, maximum propeller
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clearance and as much square fuselage area as possible for simple light-weight construction. These
considerations will give the modeler a scale model capable of unusually long flights."
To keep weight to a minimum Lew uses 1/100" sheet for dummy engines, cylinders and cockpit fairings, areas
where 1/32” sheet would normally be used. This thin wood can be bent around curves by brushing water on one
side. He uses 1/16" material for fuselage stringers and has been able to develop 24" flying-scale models that
weigh less than 1/3 of an ounce including the propeller. As, the model weight goes down the rubber required
also diminishes. Color can be added to the tissue before covering by going over the sheet with a felt pen. The
solvent does not shrink the tissue or add weight. Gitlow uses waster-soluble food coloring dyes on wood parts
and India ink for marking. “The most important single design problem with an indoor scale model is to put the
wood just where it will do the most good," advises Lew. "Use very thin wood for the stabilizer and rudder to
keep the center of gravity up forward"
Gitlow is now in the process of developing a series of Indoor scale kits. He's also building a new 1,500 square
foot factory in Montrose. If the popularity of Indoor models continues, It's a good bet that the teaching
profession Is going to lose one fine science teacher who-like most everyone else-would prefer to be his own fulltime boss.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------That was 37 years ago. Today, Lew is still doing what he does best, with Indoor Model Supply. He has a full
line of kits, supplies for indoor, and his own new designs for the A-6 and Science Olympiad events. I myself
still fly my Slow Poke and Novice Penny Plane, which I heartily recommend to all beginners. I called Lew on
the phone the other day, and he said that if you say anything at all about me, be sure to mention not only the SciOly-1 kit, but also his new 22 page book, The Propeller Propulsion Science Olympiad. He has been working
with and helping youngsters and mentors all over the country with this event, and many of his charges went on
to advance in the indoor hobby. You can write him at PO Box 2020, Florence Oregon, or call him at 541-9028508. IMS also has a website at www.indoormodelsupply.com
Carl Bakay

Specialized Balsa Wood

P r eci si on Cu t
Selection of b a lsa g r a d es
M a n u fa ctu r er of B a l sa ,
P a u l ow n i a & B a ss w o o d
B alsa W ood Dow els
L oca ted in L ov ela n d , CO
jake@specializ edbalsawood.com

http://www.specializedbalsawood.com
1656 Carol Dr, Loveland, CO 80537-6818
(970) 669-8431
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March 1-2, 2003
By Carl Bakay, Harvey, LA
As you can tell by my address, I live way down in the bayous of south Louisiana, across the Mississippi river
from New Orleans. It is a real stretch for me to go anywhere farther northwest than Little Rock or northeast than
Atlanta. Iowa was out of the question. That is until I had several long phone conversations with Bob Wilder, and
he suggested I drive to Dallas first, stay a few days, then carpool up to Iowa and back, splitting expenses. Now
this was do-able.

Leon Wolfe from LaCrosse and Third Place Bostonian

Cedar Falls, Iowa UniDome

While staying in Colleyville, Bob was in touch with Bob Selman in Joplin, MO, and Ken Spencer, in nearby
Webb City. Bob Selman Designs makes the two gram actuators, converters, and LiPoly chargers which have
transformed indoor micro flight. He suggested we drive up by way of Joplin, stay the night, and caravan up to
Cedar Falls together. There we would join up with Gary Jones from New Mexico, in the third car. Not only was
the caravan successful, but Gary Jones, Carthage, MO provided us with walkie talkies so all three vehicles could
stay in constant communication. We drove for a little over seven hours, munching survival goodies provided by
Bob’s wife, Janell, and we were there.
The UniDome is on the campus of the University of Northern Iowa at Cedar Falls, on the western side of the
town of Waterloo, and about 100 miles Northeast of Des Moines. The meet has been held for several years now
in a joint effort of the Blackhawk RC Pilots and Indoor Aces Free Flight Club. The first flying session was
Saturday evening from 6 pm until 11 pm. Walking in, I was immediately impressed with the layout, which
consisted of a no-fly zone of tables across the 50 yard line, neatly dividing the dome into two halves, one side
for free flight, the other side for electric R/C. The setup worked beautifully, and these two very dissimilar
modeling types coexisted under one roof with no complaints that we could hear. The CD was Bob Nelson, of
Bobs RC Hobbies in Cedar Falls, and he ran a very relaxed mixture of duration, fun fly and scale contestants of
both rubber and electric, again with few or no problems.
On the free flight side, things were busy but organized. Paul McIlrath, the Krempetz family, Kurt and Kenny,
Tem Johnson and others kept the air filled with hand launched and catapult gliders. Kurt got a first in catapult
and second in hand launch glider, while Paul won hand launch with a combined two-flight score of 99 seconds.
NoCal profile scale featured a Helio Courier by John Pakiz of Omaha, who netted a fourth place in this event,
and Gordon Dona grabbed second with a very light Heinkel.
Bob Wilder of our group and Steve Leitgen from LaCrosse made attempts at a new RC endurance record, but
Bob suffered from turbulent air and Steve from radio glitches. As of Saturday night, Steve still held the current
RC record of 18:30. As for electric free flight, our CD did manage a nice flight of 5:50, good enough for first,
and edging out Bob Wilder with just two seconds less at 5:48 in second place. It should be mentioned that Bob’s
model landed in the top row of seats, against the wall. With fewer air currents, it might have won.
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Sunday dawned clear and cold, and we were all glad to be heading indoors, because the temperature outside was
9 degrees with gusty winds. That puts the chill factor in the minus numbers.
Your Editor had a Paul Bradley Hellcat profile scale model, at only 4.5 grams, and a John Pakiz version of the
same. But somewhere between Dallas and Joplin they lost their Louisiana humidity and turned into pretzels
when I took them out of the box on Sunday. Flight times for these three to four gram models are in the five to
six minute range in good air. But Jack O’Leary gambled that an entry built to the 6-gram rule would do better at
this site, and was rewarded when his Heinkel 119 netted first place. Peanut Scale was judged by Jon “Wrong
Way” McVay, who makes his home in Iowa, and flies with the Blackhawk club. One of the more impressive
entries was the first place Ford Stout 2AT peanut of Gary Hodson.

Future Aviators in the Delta Dart Competition

Gary Hodson’s Ford Stout Peanut Scale

The air was decidedly calmer on Sunday, and Bob Wilder set his fears aside, and put up his RC duration ship for
another try. This time he climbed quickly above the air handlers at 50 or so feet, and made it look easy as he
circled in calm, warm air for a new indoor duration record of 20:56. Pretty impressive for six 50 mAh cells and
rudder-only.
The flying continued until 4 pm, and everyone left satisfied. In all there were 28 contestants and 43 sport flyers,
for an entry total of 71 people. Results are provided by Bob Nelson, Contest Director, and are listed below.
HAND LAUNCH GLIDER
CONTESTANT
Paul McIlrath
Kurt Krempetz
Kenny Krempetz, Jr.
Rick Knight

SCORE
99.0
91.4
54.6
31.0

PLACE
1
2
3
4

ONE DESIGN DELTA DART – OPEN
CONTESTANT
SCORE
Floyd Richards
208.0
Kenny Krempetz, Jr.
179.9
Kenny Krempetz, Sr.
162.4
Kurt Krempetz
123.2
Bob Nelson
106.5

PLACE
1
2
3
4
5

CATAPULT GLIDER
Kurt Krempetz
Kenny Krempetz, Jr.
Tem Johnson
Kenny Krempetz, Sr.
Paul McIlrath
Joe Konefes

117.7
113.4
92.7
82.8
71.0
62.8

1
2
3
4
5
6

PEANUT SCALE
Gary Hodson
Ed Konefes
H.G. Frautschy

174
109
76

1
2
3

FF ELECTRIC DURATION
Bob Nelson
Bob Wilder
Rick Knight

350
348
128

1
2
3

RC ELECTRIC DURATION
Bob Wilder
Steve Leitgen
Denny Paup

20:56
N/A
N/A

BOSTONIAN
Gordon Dona
Ed Konefes
Leon Wolfe
Floyd Richards
Jon McVay

280
228
214
202
194

1
2
3
4
5

NO-CAL SCALE
John O’Leary
Gordon Dona
Floyd Richard
John Pakiz
Jon McVay

527
512
426
358
299
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New Record

1
2
3
4
5
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by Jerry Combs, Wyandotte, OK
farmerjerry@datalinkok.com
Indoor Electric Free Flight Duration, what yet another event, I
hear you scream. I know that many of you have seen some form
of electric powered free flight that has shown up where you fly
and probably it has been a fast flying noisy little thing that has
torn up the air and made it difficult for anyone to fly a serious
duration type ship afterwards. When this event was first
introduced I was intrigued by it. What would be a good size of
model and what motor would work without investing a ton of
money.
I designed the E-Flower to be easy to construct, inexpensive to build, and yet hopefully have decent duration
and not tear the air up for other flyers. Being large the E-Flower flies slowly and is easy to build since all of the
parts are big and easy for shaky old fingers to get hold of. I chose the M20 motor because it is relatively
inexpensive and easily obtained. Simply go to your local Wal-Mart etc and purchase an E-Charger airplane.
They are usually in the $10 range or less depending if you can find them on sale at the time.
The wing spars are 0.135" deep by 0.10" tapered to 0.065" at the tips and there is boron on all four faces of the
spars. Don't leave the boron off unless you use much larger spars, the battery's and motor weigh quite a bit so
the wing has to be strong. I covered mine with Y2K PPP film but any film in this weight range could be used.
The wing is braced in the conventionally manner with "Spider Wire" fishing line. My first wing was built using
Nichrome wire and without the boron. The first time it touched the roof it folded so I added the boron and
"Spider Wire" on the next one. The motor stick is rolled using 0.030" balsa and the tail boom is rolled using
0.025". The stab and rudders are built of 0.065" square firm balsa. Build the motor mount and Battery mount of
firm 0.135" balsa, this is one place that you want things to be really strong as there is a lot of stress on these
parts. I recommend using straight "Duco" on these joints, thinned cements don't seem to have enough strength.
The model will come out at around 3.5 to 4 grams without the motor and batteries and around 15 to 19 all up
weight if you watch your wood selection and don't over use the glue.
I am using the Mabuchi M20 motor with 4.6 to 1 gearing which may or may not be the best choice but it was
cheap. I found that Futaba servo gears mesh well with the pinion that comes with the E-chargers. I used a
0.063" carbon rod for the output shaft with a portion of a Q-Tip for a bearing. Add a touch of powdered
graphite as a lubricant. Originally I used a blue plastic 12 cm prop available from Bob Selman Designs
http://users.joplin.com/~bselman/, this gave me a duration of around 13 to 15 minutes. I am wiring my batteries
in parallel to get more capacity. Now I am using a homemade laminated balsa prop. I tried building a double
reduction gear train such as used by Ray Harlan but my skills at building gear boxes are not up to his level and I
found that I was losing almost ½ of my motor run time. I am using left thrust to turn the model but have still
had to add paper tabs on the rudders to keep the turn tight enough for flying in a small gym.
The batteries are one of the biggest keys to getting good duration from a electric free flight duration ship I my
opinion. I do a lot of testing of my batteries using a 100ma charge rate and peak charging them. I test for the
longest motor run that I can get using a known motor prop combination, I test the cells individually as if they are
in pairs you can get erroneous results. I know that there are others testing batteries and some have gotten
different results than I have. Some have claimed that all 50ma ni-cads are within 10% or each other, my tests
have shown a much broader variance than this so I am sticking to my method of testing for now.
Why not give it a try and build an E-Flower and see what Indoor Electric Free Flight Duration is all about?
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As posted on the Indoor list on Yahoogroups
If you remember, last issue we publicized an international contest with the unique rules of flying in places
without permission and scored based upon the number of people that stopped and gawked times the flight time.
Well, the contest closed and we have a winner.
Top Gorilla for 2003 is Alan Cohen, with an official 51.96. (4.33 minutes X 12 gawkers.) Good flying and more
importantly, good publicity, Alan!
To my knowledge, none of the posted flights encountered any unwelcomeness from security or management.
Maybe an on-trim indoor model speaks for itself.
In case there is enough interest to try this again, Alan gets the booby prize of adjusting rules, and promotion.
Just discuss changes here on this list, and go for it, Alan. Beware--out of the 6 flyers who said they had a
ministicks and would fly gorilla, only three did.
Suggest that in future (but not to presume a future) no model class be specified, but again just "time X
spectators." Light models would have their risk rewarded, and heavier models would survive to try for more
spectators.
Alan, apparently I will see you at the Super Spectacular Indoor Blowout at Lakehurst, July 4,5. If you don't have
Gorilla Trophy in hand by then, I will carry it to NJ.
thanks,
Mark B
Sacramento

I don't know what to say. I would just like to thank the academy and everyone who made this honor possible (Hi
Mom!).
Seriously, I think this was a fun idea and something worth continuing. Maybe on a yearly basis rather than for a
few months. Flyers could post Gorilla scores, stories and pictures as the spirit moves and at the end of the year
we could award the trophy. I really had a lot of fun flying at the mall. The reaction from everyone was sheer
amazement.
I think it's the stories and pictures that will motivate other flyers more than anything. Unfortunately, ministicks
are not very photogenic at 20' high! Maybe bonus points can be awarded for a good story, and a video of the
mall security guard jumping up and down to try an snag a plane would certainly merit top honors.
As far as the model type, I still think a ministick is the best choice for several reasons. It is an AMA sanctioned
model which gives it credibility. It can't possibly hurt anything or anybody. It can be set up with a small 5" prop
and fairly low pitch which would bring the rpm's up so high that it could fly under almost any 'air'conditions. I
adjust my circle radius at about 8' as to keep it out of trouble from indoor trees etc. It can also be made way over
430mg if desired and still be legal, stable and safe.
Regards,
Alan
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LEESON, Charles Henry, age 70 years of Sandy Point passed away April 25, 2003. Dearly beloved husband
of Val and devoted father to Janet and Susan and father-in-law to Darryl and Susan's friend Josh.
It is sad to hear this news. He was a perfectionist. His rubber stripper is a testimonial to that dedication. He
encouraged me to not grind a flat spot in mine. I'll curse him if it rolls off a table.
-Bruce in Seattle
The passing of Mr. Leeson is a loss. I am glad to have his stripper as well as a few of his perfect spoked wheels
not to mention his wood ,where else could you get pre tapered prop spars, his death also reminds me of how
very few of us there are in this sport and how crucial it is to get out there and promote this hobby
and get young and old alike into it...
-Rob Romash
I only met Charlie a few times when he came from Sydney to our competitions here in Albury/Wodonga. You
are spot-on about Charlie's wheels. He took the time to show anybody his craftsmanship and explain how he did
it. His balsa thickness gauge intrigued me greatly. It was a dial device with large flat anvils that triggered on the
lightest touch to the wood and recorded the thickness.
Anzac Day has just passed here in Australia and the Anzac Day "Ode Of Remembrance" seems very appropriate
for a mate:
They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning
We will remember them.
Lest We Forget.
-Cu Later Charlie * Danny M *
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MasterCard and VISA accepted

Ray Harlan
15 Happy Hollow Rd.
Wayland, MA 01778
(508) 358-4013

See my brochure under Links at
http://www.IndoorDuration.com

Tools from Scales to Rubber Strippers
Material from Ultrafilm to Thrust Bearings
Bambino competitive Science Olympiad model kit

High quality, Low prices

Indoor Model Specialties

INAV
1350 Independence St
Lakewood CO 80215

